In this paper are described experiments on unsupervised learning of the domain lexicon and relevant phrase fragments from a dialog corpus. Suggested approach is based on using domain independent words for chunking and using semantical predictional power of such words for clustering and automatic extraction phrase fragments relevant to dialog topics.
Introduction
We are interested in rapid development of spoken dialog understanding systems. We present experiments on unsupervised learning of the domain lexicon and relevant phrase fragments from dialog corpus. Pereira (1993) described a method for automatically clustering words according to their distribution in particular syntactic context, for example verbs and direct objects of these verbs.
By using preexisting concepts from Wordnet database Resnik (1998) described how to predict words meaning from their distributional context. Both mentioned methods are fully unsupervised and are focused only on following word distribution. They describe the dependences between verb and noun as a direct object of the verb. A new method for gathering phrases into clusters was described by Arai (1999) . This method uses following and preceding words distribution and call-types, associated with each utterance, but requires at the beginning labeling and transcribing a small number of the utterances.
In contrast with the mentioned methodologies, we are interested in finding a limited set of domain independent words (less than 1000) including prepositions, adverbs and adjectives and using these words for unsupervised clustering and automatic extraction of the relevant knowledge from dialog corpus.
Description of the algorithm
There are four main steps in our approach.
First step is to make automatically labeling and to chunk each sentence from spoken dialog corpus into a set of short subphrases. We assume that in the spoken dialog a sentence consists of slightly related subphrases. In our experiment for labeling and chunking we use a relatively small set of domain independent words such as prepositions, determiners, articles, modals and adverbs. For example articles: a, an, the; prepositions: in, with, about, under, for, of, to; determiners: some, many. The domain independent words are grouped in subvocabularies. For instance, subvocabulary <article> includes words a, an, the. Some subvocabularies include only one word. If a given sentence includes article A we'll replace it by the label (<article>A), article THE we'll replace by the label (<article>THE) and so on. Very important feature of our algorithm is that some of the words selected for tags can predict the semantics of the followed words or subphrases. In all cases we could characterize this prediction as possibility. For example the word from predict semantics of the followed words or subphrases as a "start point", a "reason", a "source" or something else. For each of such tag words we create separate subvocabulary. In the process of labeling we examine given sentence from left to right and replace the tag words by the labels. For labeling we use tools based on AT&T CHRONUS system described by Levin (1995) .
In the process of chunking we examine the sentence from left to right. In one chunk we put one tag word label or tag word labels following one by one and other non tag words on the right up to but excluding next tag word label. There are two examples of the chunks:
We'll describe each non tag word by the vector of the features. Every component of the vector corresponds to subvocabulary of the tag words as it is described below:
Every component mean how many times tag word label was in the left context of described non tag word. Every component is an integer. Thus we have the list of non tag words and vectors of integers corresponding to this words.
Second step is to cluster the words from all chunks by using the vectors of the features. In this step we extract from chunks the words which have enough semantically charged tags in the left context and group such words in the clusters.
For clustering we take from the list the first non tag word and check if the number of different tags (number of non zero components of the vector) is more then threshold. The threshold value must be greater then the number of tag words having low semantical predictional power (articles, modals, auxiliaries, determiners). In our experiments we used threshold values from 6 up to 9. If the number of different tags for tested vector is more than threshold we'll consider this vector as a centre of the cluster and then looking for other vectors neighbouring to tested vector. When the neighbouring vectors are selected we'll remove them from the list of vectors. This procedure we'll repeat for all vectors non selected as a member of the class. For this experiments we have used distance measure based on Hamming metrics.
In the third step we go back to the chunks and extract chunks which include words from one cluster. In this way we generate the clusters of the chunks.
In the forth step we reduce the number of the chunk's clusters. We make union of all chunk's clusters except one tested cluster and then intersect this one with chunk's union. If all chunks from tested cluster are inside of the union we delete this tested chink cluster.
Let us consider baseline algorithm which use "stop words" known in information retrieval systems. The idea of this algorithm is to delete the stop words from given sentence and return all of the remaining words as lexicon items.
There are some principal differences between baseline algorithm and suggested algorithm. In suggested algorithm we are looking for the words which have enough semantically charged tags in the left context and then extract chunks which include selected words. In the baseline algorithm we are looking for only words remaining after deleting "stop words".
The results of experiments
Below we show examples of labeling and chunking the phrases. As an example we use two phrase from ATIS dialog corpus which includes nearly 20K sentences about flights, reservations, tickets, prices, car rent, flight classes and others.
WHAT TYPE OF AIRCRAFT IS USED FOR THIS FLIGHT IS A MEAL SERVED FOR THIS FLIGHT
After labeling we'll have followed labeled phrase:
In one chunk we put the tag word label or sequence of tag word labels from the left context and other non tag words on the right up but exclude the next tag word label. Below is the list of the chunks for those two sentences.
We have divided the corpus into two parts. For each part we did the labeling, chunking and clustering by using Hamming metrics for distance measure. Below we present the words extracted from both parts of the corpus.
The words extracted from the first 15K sentences.
There are 54 words. Near 80% of the words could be considered as having strict relations to the dialog topics. There are such words as AIRLINE, CLASS, COACH, COST, MEALS. To understand does this approach is robust we applied the same methodology for the last 5K sentences of the corpus. 
Conclusion
The experiments show that the suggested method gives robust results for relevant knowledge extraction from dialog corpus.
